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Purpose 

The purpose of the Covenant Project to Eradicate Mass Incarceration is to develop a 
Connectional platform which addresses mass incarceration through: local ministries to 

prisoners and families, local and national mobilization campaigns to fight unjust laws and 
policies, and far-reaching initiatives which educate, equip and encourage clergy and lay to fight 

the prison industrial complex. 

Vision 

As the African Methodist Episcopal Church continues its legacy as a leading voice in the fight for 
social justice, our vision, is that the Covenant Project to Eradicate Mass Incarceration will 
ignite a movement of prophetic and priestly works throughout and beyond Christendom, that 

breaks every unjust shackle associated with the War on Drugs. 

Mission

The mission of the Covenant Project to Eradicate Mass Incarceration is to contribute to the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church’s two hundred plus year fight against the enemies of justice 

and freedom by organizing, identifying, and supporting a network of local churches, 
organizations and initiatives, throughout the Connection that act and serve through prophetic 

and priestly works. Our Church rests at the center of equality and justice for all people and our 
commitment is to a ministry of liberation that stands against all forms of racism and identifies 

with the poor and oppressed. 

“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me 
to bring good news to the poor. 

He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind,  
to let the oppressed go free,  

to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor” Luke 4:18 NRSV 
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Problem Statement 

One-hundred-fifty years after the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation, research unveils a 
modern form of slavery that exists as a profit-driven prison industrial complex.  This complex 1

reinforces a disenfranchised underclass, disproportionately impacting African American 
communities and families, and thereby necessitating a swift and decisive response from the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church. 

The United States incarcerates more of its citizens than any country on the planet.  The prison 2

population increased from just over 300,000 in 1972 to its current population of over 2.2 million, 
which includes 700,000 inmates in local jails.  One in three young African American men are 3

now under the control of the Criminal Justice System.  4

The drive towards privatization of prisons dangles a profitable price tag on the head of each 
inmate who falls prey to the profit-seeking investors in human commodity. Michelle Alexander 
writes, “The Supreme Court has made it virtually impossible to challenge racial bias in the 
criminal justice system under the Fourteenth Amendment, and has barred litigation of such 
claims under federal civil rights laws as well.”  5

We applaud federal attempts to stem the tide of incarceration such as President Obama's My 
Brother's Keeper Initiative. The Obama Administration recognizes the persistent opportunity 
gaps faced by boys and young men of color. The clarion call to support young men of color will 
ignite much needed initiatives and productive dialogue. We also celebrate Attorney General 
Holder’s efforts, “aimed against the incorrigible U.S. appetite for throwing people in prison to 
suffer punishments that do not fit their crimes.”  Holder’s call for action, “signals the 6

government’s intention to address the nation’s crippling addiction to incarcerating its people.”  7

Yet, while the work towards freeing the victims of unjust laws is launched at the federal level, 
state laws upholding lengthy mandatory minimum sentencing for small drug offenses are still on 
the books.  

Aggressively, steps must be initiated at the state and local levels to reverse statutes that tighten 
the claws of the prison industrial complex. Elected officials, religious and civil organizations 

 Herivel, Tara and Paul Wright. Prison profiteers. New York: New Press, 20071

 Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness (New York: New Press, 2010), 2

Kindle Electronic Edition: Chapter 5, Location 2355.

 Marc Mauer, (2006-04-28). Race to Incarcerate (Kindle Locations 284-287), Perseus Books Group Kindle Edition.3

 Ibid.4

 Alexander.  “Study  Guide  to  The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness.”  Samuel  DeWitt Proctor 5

Conference, Inc. 2011.

 Blackbluedog.com. "Black Blue Dog | Archive | News." 2013. http://www.blackbluedog.com/2013/08/news/ (accessed 10 Oct 6

2013).

 Ibid.7
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across the country are fighting for the end of mass incarceration. It is imperative that the African 
Methodist Episcopal Church has a clear, resolute, specific contribution to the war being waged 
against this unjust practice. We must respond to mass incarceration in the tradition and spirit of 
Richard Allen. The Covenant Project to Eradicate Mass Incarceration is the response.  

The New Jersey Model 

The success of the Covenant Project to Eradicate Mass Incarceration (CPEMI) lies in the 
strengths found in the African Methodist Episcopal Church. Internally, the infrastructure of the 
Connection, the influence of Bishops, the national political leverage of the Social Action 
Commission and the research capabilities of the seminaries are all strong pillars for success. 
Externally, the climate politically and culturally is changing and creating a unique opportunity to 
facilitate change. 

The genius of the Connection provides an infrastructure which can be used to disseminate 
information and quickly mobilize masses. A strong established institution, the A.M.E. Church 
embodies over 2.5 million members and 7000 congregations.  The organization originated in 8

social reformation and a theological understanding of liberation and justice which make for a 
prime fit in the fight against mass incarceration. 

The New Jersey Annual Conference Model seeks to use the leverage of the largest Annual 
Conference in the African Methodist Episcopal Church to affect change on the state level. The 
New Jersey Annual Conference has 91 congregations and approximately 20,000 members. Many 
of the clergy and laity are politically connected and influential.  

According to research done by The Sentencing Project, New Jersey is the third worst state in 
the nation for disproportionately incarcerating African Americans at over 12 times the rate of 
whites, mostly for minor drug offenses. According to the 2006 surveys conducted by the federal 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) African Americans are 
less likely than whites to engage in illicit drug use. Yet, while African Americans are less than 
15% of the state’s population we are over 61% of the incarcerated. In addition, the Courier News 
and Home News Tribune reported in January [2014] that 99% of all complaints regarding police 
brutality are left uninvestigated. The New Jersey model seeks to address racial disparities and 
mass incarceration through prophetic and priestly action. 

 Oikoumene.org. "African Methodist Episcopal Church — World Council of Churches." 2013. http://www.oikoumene.org/en/8

member-churches/african-methodist-episcopal-church (accessed 23 Nov 2013).
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Prophetic 

Leverages the power of the New Jersey Annual Conference to address federal and state laws and 
practices that are unjustly exposing our people to prison and police misconduct by: 

1. Encouraging each Presiding Elder District’s Social Concerns Committee and or   
Ministerial Alliance to submit letters of support for criminal justice reform efforts to the 
lawmakers representing each town and county the churches reside in. 

2. Submitting letters to the Governor expressing concerns. 

3. Strengthening the New Jersey Annual Conference Ministerial Alliance that can act on 
behalf of the conference during the conference year on social justice related issues. 

4. Encouraging each member to call their legislators in support of laws that work towards 
equitable justice. 

5. Engage in building a racial impact statement coalition to support legislation that challenges 
laws which affect people of color adversely (see attached documents regarding Racial 
Impact Statement Legislation). 

Priestly 

Training churches to be compassionate Stations of Hope where returning citizens can come and 
receive spiritual growth, discipleship and access to community resources by: 
 1. Encouraging each Presiding Elder District to receive the Healing Communities training. 

 2. Encouraging each local church to seek out and partner with any community organizations 
and institutions that have resources and/or programs for returning citizens.  

   
 3.  Encouraging the churches through out the conference to consider using unoccupied houses as 

transitional homes for returning citizens and seeking reentry resources from the state to 
deliver services 

The conference has achieved and acted on many of the goals which were set forth. Clergy and lay are 
currently at the table in most major criminal and social justice reform conversations through out the state 
including but not limited to; the Anti Poverty Network’s upcoming report on “Race and Poverty”, the 
New Jersey Coalition of Religious Leader’s initiatives on reforming criminal justice and immigration 
policy, former Gov. McGreevey’s reentry initiatives and Sen. Raymond Lesniak’s legislation on limiting 
the use of solitary confinement. In addition, most of New Jersey’s A.M.E. churches have been trained by 
Healing Communities to be Stations of Hope for returning citizens.

The conference is now working diligently to change the racial disparities in the state regarding sentencing 
and application of the law. Racial Impact Statement Legislation is a major key to that reform. A.M.E. 
clergy has been asked to testify on April 26, 2016 to the New Jersey Black Caucus regarding the faith 
communities support for this reform. 
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Racial Impact Statement Legislation 

Legislation often has unforeseen negative consequences for racial and ethnic minorities. The 
national debate on criminal justice reform reflects the reality that legislation can harm 
communities of color. National studies have found that people of color use and sell drugs at 
similar rates as whites. Much of the prison population is people of color arrested and sentenced 
for drug-related crimes.  9

Racial impact statements are a powerful tool for eliminating the negative effects laws often 
have on communities of color. A good example of legislation where racial impact statements 
could have played an important role is the crack versus cocaine powder policies which resulted 
in significant disparities and excessive penalties. Federal mandates charged crack cocaine 
defendants (most likely black) 100 times more severely than powder cocaine defendants (most 
likely white) for similar amounts.  Racial impact statements create a vetting process to 10

evaluate, discuss and debate the potential racial disparities in proposed legislation. According 
to Marc Maur from the Sentencing Project, it is important to address a policy’s unwarranted 
effects before it is adopted, as it is harder to reverse sentencing policies once implemented.  11

Racial impact statements, derived from fiscal impact statements, give legislators tools to 
identify, evaluate and examine unforeseen policy ramifications. Policymakers may then be able 
to modify or reconsider legislation that would create racial disparities. 

Racial impact statements try to correct the subconscious racial perceptions of crime that have 
an impact on public policy. Nazgol Ghandnoosh, with The Sentencing Project, synthesizes 
research that shows that whites often have a skewed racial perception of crime which bolsters 
harsh and biased criminal justice policies.  In New Jersey, policy from lawmakers and decisions 12

by law enforcement have disproportionately arrested, convicted and incarcerate people of color. 

A recent report published by the ACLU of New Jersey found that racial disparities in black and 
white arrests exist in several cities. The research finds that blacks in Jersey City are 9.6 times 
more likely to be arrested than whites for the low-level offenses studied. In Millville, it’s 6.3 
times more likely; in Elizabeth, it’s 3.4 times more likely; and in New Brunswick, 2.6 times more 
likely. Similar disparities were reported for Hispanics where ever data was available.  Racial 13

disparities in arrests are demonstrated in majority white communities as well. According to a 

 Knafo, Saki. "When It Comes To Illegal Drug Use, White America Does The Crime, Black America Gets The Time." The 9

Huffington Post. Accessed February 24, 2016. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/17/racial-disparity-drug-
use_n_3941346.html.

 Porter, Nicole D., and Valerie Wright. Cracked Justice. Report. Washington D.C.: Sentencing Project, 2011.10

 Racial Impact Statements Changing PoliCies to address disParities Marc Mauer  Published in Criminal Justice, Volume 23, 11

Number 4, Winter 2009. © 2009 American Bar Association.

 Ghandnoosh, Nazgol. RACE AND PUNISHMENT: RACIAL PERCEPTIONS OF CRIME AND SUPPORT FOR PUNITIVE 12

POLICIES. Report. Washington D.C.: Sentencing Project, 2014.

 Selective Policing Racially Disparate Enforcement of Low-Level Offenses in New Jersey A Report by the American Civil 13

Liberties Union of New Jersey. Report. American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey, 2015.
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report by the Asbury Park Press, statistics for 2011-2012 show that in several shore communities, 
blacks accounted for up to 44 percent of arrests in towns where the black population was less 
than 15% of total residents.  14

New Jersey also has significant racial disparities in the state’s prisons. Although New Jersey has 
average rates of black incarceration, it has below-average rates of white incarceration yielding a 
higher than average ratio of incarceration by race. The national black incarceration rate is 2290 
per 100,000 while the incarceration rate for African Americans in New Jersey is 2352 per 
100,000. The national white incarceration rate is 412 per 100,000 while it is 190 per 100,000 in 
New Jersey.  While the New Jersey criminal justice system has imprisoned many fewer whites 15

than other states, it has not made the same gains for blacks. Blacks are about 13% of the general 
population  yet black males account for 61% of those in New Jersey’s correctional institutions.  16 17

The New Jersey Parent’s Caucus also reports gross racial & ethnic disparities amongst youth. 
According to their data, youth of color (72% of are African American and 18% are Latino) make 
up approximately 90% of youth incarcerated in the adult system and the majority of youth 
waived to the adult system.  18

Racial Impact Statements are being adopted and considered in other states. Iowa, for example, 
passed legislation in 2008 in response to media attention for The Sentencing Project’s (TSP) 
2007 report that found Iowa to have the highest black-white racial disparity in its prison system. 
New Jersey was the third highest on the same list.  Connecticut, Iowa, Missouri and South 19

Carolina have also enacted similar state reforms to address their sentencing disparities.  

Racial disparities in New Jersey’s criminal justice system are real and require action. The best 
tool to begin the process is to adopt racial impact legislation. It is import to vet, discuss, study 
and argue the possible consequences laws may have on New Jersey’s communities of color. 
During the tough on crime era of the 80’s and 90’s had we taken the time to examine the negative 
impact crime legislation would have on communities of color we may have saved thousands of 
families and communities from hardship and devastation.   

 Smith, Jay S. "Do Cops Target Blacks? FBI Stats Show Arrest Disparity." Asbury Park Press. November 2014. Accessed 14

February 24, 2016. http://www.app.com/story/news/investigations/2014/11/18/racial-arrest-disparity-nj/19247461/.

 Mauer, Marc, and Ryan King. Uneven Justice: State Rates of Incarceration By Race and Ethnicity. Report. Sentencing Project, 15

2007.

 Rastogi, Sonya, Tallese D. Johnson, Elizabeth M. Hoe El, and Malcolm P. Drewery. "The Black Population: 2010, Census 16

Briefs." September 2011. Accessed February 24, 2016. https://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-06.pdf.

 OFFENDERS IN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS BY RACE/ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION http://www.state.nj.us/17

corrections/pdf/offender_statistics/2013/By%20Ethnicity_Race%202013.pdf

 Wright, Kathy, Norma Rodrigues, and Jose A. Rosario. NJPC Data Brief The Incarceration of Children & Youth in New 18

Jersey’s Adult Prison System. Report.

 Mauer, Marc, and Ryan King. Uneven Justice: State Rates of Incarceration By Race and Ethnicity. Report. Sentencing Project, 19

2007.
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Letter of Support for Racial Impact Statement Legislation 

Senator Ronald L. Rice  
1044 South Orange Ave. 
Newark, NJ 07106 

4/17/16 

144th Session of the New Jersey Annual Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church Support Racial and 
Ethnic Impact Statements, S. 677 

We the clergy and laity of the African Methodist Episcopal Church in New Jersey write to express our support for 
criminal justice reform and the fight for racial justice. New Jersey’s authorization of racial and ethnic impact 
statements will promote a fair criminal justice system that acknowledges how sentencing policy can contribute to 
unjust racial disparities and practices.  

Our 91 churches and nearly 20,000 members engage in ministries which comfort and serve those harmed by crime, 
support accountability, rehabilitation, and restoration for those harmed by unfair criminal justice practices. From this 
vantage point, we have come to recognize the need for fundamental changes to New Jersey’s justice system..  

We applaud the introduction for S. 677 and believe its enactment will be a critical turning point in New Jersey’s 
recognition for the impact of criminal justice policies on communities of color. Its passage will provide a new tool 
for lawmakers to evaluate potential disparities of proposed legislation prior to adoption and implementation. 
Practically speaking, it is important to address a policy’s unwarranted effects before it is adopted, as it is more 
difficult to reverse sentencing policies once they have been implemented. 

The sentencing policy that most dramatically reveals these dynamics is the policy that governed the two forms of 
cocaine, powder and crack.  During 2010, federal lawmakers addressed the 100-to-1 disparity that punished 
defendants with five grams of crack cocaine (also known as cocaine base) with the same five-year mandatory 
minimum penalty imposed on powder cocaine defendants with 100 times that amount.  The bipartisan Fair 
Sentencing Act reduced the disparity to 18-to-1. Today several states maintain sentencing disparities between crack 
and powder cocaine offenses and other laws that have a racially disparate impact. 

S. 677 is a crucial first step to challenging racial disparity in the state’s criminal justice system. New Jersey is among 
several states that that have a substantial racial disparity in the state’s prison system. New Jersey has average rates of 
black incarceration and below-average rates of white incarceration; the ratio of incarceration by race is higher than 
average.  

To break from the system’s unfair past, the bill’s provisions govern a process for the development racial and ethnic 
impact statements. Several states – Iowa, Connecticut, Oregon and Minnesota – provide racial and ethnic impact 
statements to lawmakers.  Similar to fiscal or environmental impact statements, racial and ethnic impact statements 
provide legislators with a statistical analysis of the projected impact of policy changes prior to legislative 
deliberation.  Other states currently considering this policy include Maryland, Washington, and Wisconsin. 

New Jersey’s adoption of racial and ethnic impact statements will help to build national momentum in ensuring a 
fair review of proposed sentencing laws. Families and communities that we serve have borne devastating costs from 
mass incarceration.  

We join with all people of faith and the civil rights community across New Jersey in support of challenging racial 
and ethnic disparity in the state’s criminal justice system. We thank Senator Ronald Rice for his continued leadership 
in this area so far and urge his continued championship S.677. If you have any questions or wish to discuss this issue 
further, please contact Rev. Charles Boyer at revboyer@ameministerscoalition.org.  
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Conclusion 

The Genius of the Connection gives the New Jersey Annual Conference political leverage and priestly 
infrastructure. These actions are phase one in a sustained response to the wickedness and injustice African 
Americans are subjected to. 

In addition, the infrastructure of the Connection serves as a grass roots mobilization tool. The A.M.E. 
church can address local and state issues like few other organizations. Seated in every major voting 
center, the church's voting membership is significantly influential in engendering change in local and state 
governments.  

Further, addressing the epidemic of mass incarceration provides an opportunity to develop a modern 
moral and theological argument on behalf of today's "enslaved" population. Prophetic engagement will 
publicly promote the power and relevance of institutional African Methodism.  
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